
GEOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF A REGION HAS

In geography, regions are areas that are broadly divided by physical characteristics (physical . A tourism region is a
geographical region that has been designated by a governmental organization or tourism bureau as having common
cultural.

For example, by comparing satellite photos taken from to , scientists from the U. Interstate Highway System
and the rapid growth of car ownership in creating a boom in U. I believe that it will be increasingly settled as
correct that there exists an individual right to have a gun in the house for self-protection. Updated August 23,
By Maria Cook When speaking about global geography, it is helpful to break the world map into large
geographic zones. The boundaries of these groups constantly change. The geography is simply more
challenging. At the broadest level, geography is divided into physical geography , human geography ,
geographic techniques , and regional geography. It means document ing and trying to explain the variations
that exist across the surface of Earth, as well as figuring out what those variations mean for the future.
Geography seeks to understand where things are found, why they are there, and how they develop and change
over time. During the Age of Discovery, European nations established colonies around the world. Other
landscape features such as roads, enclosures, field systems, boundary banks and ditches, ponds, parks and
woods, mills, manor houses, moats, and churches may be considered part of a settlement. Seas on three sides
acted as strong hurdle forbidding uninterrupted intercourse from outside. Hydrologists study the water cycle
through rainfall into streams, lake s, the soil, and underground aquifer s. It seems that Abraham Lincoln was
sensitive to the importance of geography as well. Central America's climate is mostly warm, with temperate to
tropical climates. The height of the mountain in these regions are corporately low, the area is dry with scanty
rainfall. Europe Europe contains countries such as England and Ireland, as well as the world's largest country:
Russia. These regions are often named after a geographical, former, or current administrative region or may
have a name created for tourism purposes. The term Muslim world is sometimes used to refer to the region of
the world where Islam is dominant. Another inspiration was actually National Geographic. Some gazetteers
may contain a list of capital cities or areas where a specific resource is found. In this belt there are several
famous passes named the khyber, the Kuuram, the Tochi, the Gomal and the Bolan passes. The Roman
Catholic Church , the Church of England , the Eastern Orthodox Church , and others, define ecclesiastical
regions with names such as diocese , eparchy , ecclesiastical provinces , and parish. So, of course, Virginia
comes first. While some people and organizations refer to the seven continents as geographic zones, the U.
Temperatures on the tundra can average minus 30 degrees Fahrenheit, while in the U. The majority of the
Caribbean boasts a warm, tropical climate, with many of its islands being popular vacation destinations.


